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Introduction

Let I be a rational prime. For each n>0, denote by ζζn a primitive ln-th

root of unity and by Q( C/») the cyclotomic field obtained by adjoining C/» to the

rational field Q. Then a theorem which was proved by H. Weber15 is we}}

known:

THEOREM (H. WEBER). The class number <?/Q(C2v) is odd.

As a generalization of this theorem of Weber, Ph. Furtwangler2* gave:

THEOREM (PH, FURTWANGLER). The class number of Q(C/v) is divisible by the

prime I if and only if the class number of Q(C/) is divisible by I

Moreover, Ph. Furtwangler3* obtained

THEOREM (PH. FURTWANGLER). Let F and K be two subfields of Q(C/*>. If

F is contained in K, then the class number of K is divisible by the class number

of F.

Afterwards, K. Iwasawa4) generalized these theorems, and got

THEOREM (K. IWASAWA)5*. Let F be an algebraic number field, and let K be

a finite Galois extension of F. Then we have the following facts:

(/) If there exists a prime divisor P of F which is fully ramified in the

extension K/F, then the class number of K is divisible by the class number of F.

(Π) If, furthermore, KjF is a cyclic extension of prime power degree / v and

Received February 16, 1966.
i) Cf. H. Weber [21],
2> Cf. Ph. Furtwangler [7].
3> Cf. Ph. Furtwangler [6J.
*) Cf. K. Iwasawa [12].
5) This theorem is often referred to e.g. in S.-N.Kuroda [16], K. Iwasawa [14] etc.
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has no ramified prime divisor other than P, then conversely the class number of F

is divisible by I provided the class number of K is divisible by L

In the present paper, we shall give some results on the ideal class number

of a relatively cyclic number field including, in particular, a generalization of

the theorem of Iwasawa. We shall first give some preliminaries in § 2. Next

we shall consider in §3 the ideal class group of a relatively cyclic number

field, and in § 4 ideal class numbers and unit groups. Finally in §5 we shall

give main theorems which include the theorem of Iwasawa.

§1. Notations

Generally, for an arbitrary abelian group B and its subgroup B\ the order

of B and the index of B1 in B are denoted by [J5] and IB : B'l, respectively.

The notations which are used throughout this paper for an arbitrary number

field k are:

Ek - the group of units in k.

Ck the group of absolute ideal classes in k.

% : the absolute class field of k.

hk - the number of absolute ideal classes in k.

Let K/F be a Galois extension with finite degree n over an algebraic number

field F of finite degree, and G^G(K/F) be the Galois group of K/F. Then,

as usual, we shall denote by Hr(G, B) or sometimes simply by HriB) the r-

dimensional Galois cohomology group of G acting on an abelian group B, and

by Q(B) the Herbrαnd quotient of B, i.e. Q(B) = ίH°(G, B)~]/lHι{G, B)\

Furthermore, we used the notations

/7e(p): product of the ramification exponents of all the finite prime

divisors p in F with respect to K/F.

TTeip*): product of the ramification exponents of all the infinite prime

divisors {?» in F with respect to K/F.

Πe(p): product of the ramification exponents of all the finite and infinite

prime divisors in F with respect to K/F, i.e. JTe(ρ) = Ue(p)x TTe{pm).

(A) : the group of principal ideals in K.

(α) : the group oί principal ideals in F.

(e) : the group of units in F.

(η) : the group of units which are norms of numbers in K
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{AQ) : the group of ambiguous principal ideals in K/F.

(αtp) the group of ideals in F.

(α0) the group of ambiguous ideals in K/F.

A : the group of ambiguous ideal classes in K/F.

Ao the group of ideal classes represented by ambiguous ideals in KIF.

AF : the group of ideal classes of K represented by ideals of F.

NCK

 : the image by the norm homomorphism of Cκ with respect to K/F.

NCK - the kernel by the norm homomorphism of Qκ with respect to KIF.

a : the number of ambiguous ideal classes in K/F, i.e. β = [A].

α0 •' the number of ideal classes represented by ambiguous ideals in K/F,

i.e. ao = [Ao].

ho : the number of ideal classes of F which become principal in K

§2. Preliminaries

Let K/F be a Galois extension with finite degree n over an algebraic

number field F of finite degree. Then we have the following two lemmas:

LEMMA 1.

Proof. For α0 we have

ITeib)

lH\G>Eκ)l

On the other hand, we know that Hι(Gt Eκ) is canonically isomorphic with

the factor group of the group of ambiguous principal ideals of K modulo the

group of principal ideals of F*\ i.e.

Hι(G, Eκ)

Since [(α0) •: (α)l=[(α 0 ) : (αjp)HC(αjp) : (α)]= Πe(p) xhF, lemma 1 is clear.

LEMMA 2. In the following diagram:

6> Cf. K. Iwasawa [13] or A. BrumeF-M. Rosen [3].
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(AoV

(At) n (aFy

(0.)

ΛAt)(at)

Λdr)

we have

ί(AQ)Π(aF) :

[(α,) : (Ao)Π

C(Qo) : (Ao)(αF)] = ̂ ( ί ) ) Λ0/[iϊ1(G, Eκ)l.

In particular, Ao is a common divisor of hF and ZH1^, Eκ)l

Proof. C(-Ao) Π (αF).: ( « ) ] = Ao is a direct consequence of our definition of

Ao. Since [(oj?) : (α)] = fe^, we have ί(aF)
 : (-4o) Π (aF)l = AF/Ao, and hence

CUoKα*) : U )3 = AF/AO. On the other hand, since [(A,) : (a)l = ZH\G, EK)Ί\

we have l(AQ) : Uo) Π ( Q F ) ] = Cî HG, Eκ)l/ho, and hence C(-Ao)(αF) : ' (α F )] =

LH\G9 Eκ)l/lh.

Finally, since by lemma 1 we know C(α0) : (AQ)3 = «o = ffβ(p) hF/lHι(G, Eκ)l,

we have C(α0) : U 0)(θi,)] = Πe(p) ho/ίH\G9 Eκ)l

From now in this §, we suppose especially that K/F is cyclic of finite

degree nt and let a be a generator of the Galois group G.

LEMMA 3.

<?(£*) = T)e(p»)/n8i and Q(CK) = 1,

namely ZHr(Gt Cx)] is a constant which does not depend on r.

Proof If we let E'κ be any G-subgroup of Eκ with finite index, then by

the lemma of Herbrand we have Q(E'κ) = Q(Eκ)> In particular, we may,choose

the unit group of Artin9> as Eκ9 and we have Q(Eί) = ne(pm)/n. Hence we

7> Cf. K. Iwasawa [13] or A. Brumer-M. Rosen [3].
8) Cf. C. Chevalley [5] for the case where K/F is cyclic of prime degree.
») Cf. E. Artin [2].
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get Q(Eκ) = Πe(κ)/n.

On the other hand, since Cκ is a finite G-group, we have Q(CK) = 1, namely

ίH\G,r€κ)l = LfrHG, C*)], and since ϋΓ/F is cyclic, we know that tHr{G, Cκ)l

is a constant which does not depend on rι0\

LEMMA 4. Let nu n2 be invariants of K/F determined by -- = [Cκ
Hi

and ^fijji =CΛC2C : Ci^Il = C2Γ(G, C*)] >br ^ ί « ^ ^ ^ T*«i. / ^ the

ambiguous class number a> we have a = —̂ - x —̂ f̂

In particular, hFxBe(p) =0 mod. nll).

Proof. Since Ccκ NCKI^UNCK! is a divisor of hv and Ĉ Cs: : Cί~°l is a

divisor of ίia) : ( Ϊ ; ) ] = JfiΓ̂ (p)/Ce : τ?]12), we may obtain integers nu n2 such that

Since a = lAl = ΓC/r : cjf *!3 - ΓCi : »CK11XCK : Ci-J, we have

Furthermore, from lemma 3 we have for any integer r

On the other hand, since for α = [A] = CΛ : (Λ)(αo>3xCU)(Qo) : (A)] =

[A : (A)(αo)]χβo we have [A : (A)(αo)] = β? : NEκlw, we see at once from

lemma 1

Since ^ .Agi-g iJ- = Q(EK) = Ji^L b y lemma 3, and IH\G, Eκ)l = Ce

= C* : -ηlί η : iVEtJ, we have

(2) a^hFx

10> Cf. lemma 4,
2 ^ Far the absolutely cyclic extension, this relation is already found in S. Iyanaga-

T. Tamagawa [15]. Cf. H. W. Leopoldt [17], too.
1 2 ) Cf. lemma 5.
131 Cf. lemma 6.
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Consequently, we obtain n = niXn2 from (l) and (2), and it is clear from

(2) that hjtxSfe{p)'=O mod n holds. Thus we have proved all the assertions

of our lemma 4.

LEMMA 5. ϊϊe{p) is divisible by [ε : -η] and the conditions:

ω 7 / τ τ\ Πe(p)

a = hF, (II) p . -j =n

are equivalent to each other.

Proof. Let (zΛ be the group of principal ideals Ci») in F such that v is

a norm residue of mod an ideal m with respect to K/F. If we choose the

ideal m suitably, then the index of (v) in (or) is equal to Ϊϊe(p)/Ze ' τ?l Hence

Πe(p) is divisible by [ε ' 77],

On the other hand, it is evident from lemma 4 that α = hF and Πe{p) = n ίε - >?]

are equivalent to each other.

LEMMA 6. In the decomposition

β = [.4] = [A : (A)(αo)]C(A)(αo) : (A)(aF)lί{A){aF) :

of a, we have [A : U ) ( Q 0 ) ] = ly : ΛΓ&], CU)(α0) : {A){ar)l =

and ί(A){QF) <> (i4)] = - τ ^ Hence

KχhF

To any ideal α belonging to an ambiguous class in K/F, there

corresponds an unit -η in (y) in the following way*

since aι~° is a principal ideal, there exists a number 0 in K such that αx~α = (0),

and iV0 is clearly an unit -η in F. In this correspondence, an ideal which

belongs to an ideal class represented by an ambiguous ideal in K/F corresponds

to an element in NEK- Hence we have

[A : U)(αo)] = U : NEκl.

ί(A)(aF) (A)] = hp/ho is evident from the definition of ho.

Finally, from the above two assertions and lemma 4 we see easily

C(A)(αβ) : (A)(aF)l = Πe(p)'h0/ίH\Gt Eκ)l
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§3. Ideal class group

We 'shall, here, consider the relative genus field (Geschlechterkδrper). Let

K/F be an abelian extension of a number field F of finite degree, and let K*

be the maximal extension field which is abelian over F and unramified over K.

After Hasse-Leopoldt14) we shall call such a extension field K* the relative

genus field ivith respect to K/F, and call the relative degree g* = Df* : Kl the

relative genus number with respect to K/F. Moreover, we shall call the ideal

group H*9 to which the relative genus field K* corresponds by class field theory,

the relative principal genus with respect to K/F.

PROPOSITION 1. If K/F is a cyclic extension of Ft then the relative principal

genus H* with respect to K/F is the (1 - a)4h power of the ideal class group Cκ

of Ky i.e. H*=*C)Γσ, where a is a generator of the Galois group G-G(KIF).

(Relative principal genus theorem)

Moreover, the relative genus number g* tυith respect to K/F is equal to the

ambiguous class number a with respect to K/F, i.e. g* = a.

Proof Since ϋΓ* is an unramified abelian extension over K, K* is contained

in the absolute class field of K Hence the relative principal genus i7* with

respect to K/F contains the group of principal-ideals in K and is composed of

ideal classes in K By the criterion of Hasse15), the relative principal genus

H* must contain the (1-<;)-th power Ck"* of the ideal class group CA-. More-

over, H*' must bέ equal to Clf because of the maximaΓ property of the relative

genus field K*.

Next, in the honiotnorphism of C/c onto Cι£° the kernel is evidently the

group of ambiguous ideal classes A with respect to K/F. Hence from the

theorem of homomorphism and the above relation #*==CiΓα, it follows at once

that

g* = [X* : iΠ = ίCκ : H*Ί = [C* : Clf β3 = [A] = α.

PROPOSITION 2. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of degree n, and denote by a\

the order of A Π CiΓσ, i.e. ax = [A Π C}f σ l Then we have

(i) C* = A -h Cι£σ is direct if and only if aι = 1,

(ii) a is not prime to the degree n if

"•> Cf. H. Hasse [9] and H. W. Leopoldt [17].
15» Cf. H. Hasse [10], II, §5.
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where we denote by a a generator of the Galois group G = G(K/F).

Proof. It is evident from the fact hκ = axbi that C* = A + Cι£° is direct

if and only if ax = [A Π Cjfσ] = 1, where h = [Clf°l

Next, we consider the factor group B = CW A of the ideal class group Cκ

modulo the group of ambiguous classes A with respect to K/F. Since the

group of ambiguous classes A is a G-invariant subgroup of Cx, the factor

group B is also a G-module and B is isomorphic with the group CίΓσ as G-

module. Therefore, if a\ # 1, then there exists an element M A of B such that

B9 = B holds. Namely, there exists an ideal class C of Cx such that C = CA

holds for some ambiguous class A which is not the principal ideal class of Cκ

Since C~C°n = CAn, An is the principal ideal class of C*. Hence the order

a of the group A is not prime to n.

PROPOSITION 3. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of a prime power degree /v, and

put at= [ A n Cικ~σ)il bj = [C2~ σ ) j ] (i, = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) . * Then there exists an integer

s ( > 0 ) such that

(i) hκ = aoxaiX * xas-iXasxbs+ι,

(ii) a\ is divisible by β,+i (i = 0, 1, . . . , 5 - 1),

ί ΛoSβlS =r0s-2=;O
(in) (mod /).

1 α s i > « = 1 6 S M Ξ 1

Proof. Since the group Cκ is an abelian group with finite order hκ, there

exists an integer s>0 such that C/ri£ClTiiiC*~σ)2i£ ΈέCT^mCK^* = CΪ"β |" x

= , where a is a generator of the Galois group G = G(K/F).

Put here A f = A Π C(i"σ)< for convenience. Then, since δ, = α, x δ, + 1 ( ί « 0,

1, 2, . . . ) and

A β = A i A 1 i A 2 i iAs-ii?As = A s + ί = = {l},

we have first

hκ = bo = Λox bi = 0ox Ui xb%) = = (77?=O0/) X fc+i

and αs-i % «s = 1.

Next, since each A/+i is a subgroup of A/, m is divisible by ff,+i for every

integer ί = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 5 - 1.

Finally, since [ A Π C S I ' ^ ' ^ β j - i ^ l holds, we know easily by the same

way as in the proof of proposition 2 that the order as-2 of A ΠCκ~*σ)S 2 is not.
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prime to the degree Γ of KIF, namely as-z is divisible by /. Therefore we get

βosαiΞ Ξ as-z =B 0 mod. /. Since the order of the Galois group G = G(KIF)

is a prime power Γ, each element of C&~0)t which is not in A Π C(i"α)? has at

least two, and so a multiple of the prime / different G-conjugates for every

i = 0, 1, . . . . Therefore we have at once b% = ai mod. / in the decomposition

of bi, i.e. bi = <n x bi+%. In particular, since as = 1 we have bs+ι = as x bs+Ί = bs =

as = 1 mod. /.

§ 4. Ideal class number and unit group

PROPOSITION 4. Let KIF be any Galois extension of finite degree n. If HF is

prime to the degree n, i.e. {HF, n) = 1, then

(i) AF = (A){aF)~CF i.e. hF=lAF : (A)l

and ho-nι-1,

(ii) C* = AF + NCK is direct,

tfϋ) Πe(p) = IH\G, Eκ)ll(A)(Qo) :' (AHaF)l.

Proof, (i) By the assumption (hFi n) = 1 and lemma 2, 4, we have Ao= 1,

Wi = 1 at once. Hence we obtain hr-ZAp : (A)Ί and a natural isomorphism

(ii) Let C be any ideal class in AFP,xCκ. Then, since C belongs to Λ-Cκ:.

NK/FC is the principal ideal class IF in O . Moreover, since C also belongs to

Af, we have NK/FC = O? /F for an ideal aF in F. Hence α? is a principal ideal

of F. On the other hand, from the assumption (HF, n) = 1, aF itself must be a

principal ideal of F. Hence C is the principal ideal class of C*, namely AF + *Cκ

is direct in C*.

Next, since h^ is prime to n, AF is isomorphic to C^ and NKJFAF = CF

holds. Hence we obtain NKIFCK = NK/FAF = CF. Thus we know that C* is

contained in AF + ΛCA-, namely we know that CK = AF + NCκ is direct.

(iii) By proposition 4, (i) we have a0-hF*ί{A)(a0) : (il)(Qjf)l. Hence we

have Πe{p) = lH\G, Eκ)lί(A)(ao) : (Λ)(αF)] by lemma 1.

PROPOSITION 5. // KIF is a cyclic extension of finite degree n and a is prime

to the degree n, i.e. {a, n) = 1, then we have

(i) CK = A + Ci"* is direct,

(ii) a = hp/hoy h$ = #i «w<i βj = 1,

(iii) LHιiGtEκ)l=Πe(p) h0, IH°(G, Eκ)l = Cε : d = A
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= {1} for any integer r.

Moreover, if we assume that K/F is cyclic with a prime power degree Γ, then

we have fc = M l mod. I, where h = [CiΓσ)t] (i = 1, 2).

Remark. The natural homomorphism Ci?->Cχ gives an isomorphism of

NCKC CF into Cκ. For, since LNCK - (α) j = hp/nu HA)(aF): (A)l = hF/h = [A]

and ho = nι by proposition 5, (ii), we have ZNCK : (α)] = ί(A)(aF) : (A)l.

Proof By the assumption (a, n) = 1 and proposition 2, we know that a\ = 1

and CJC = A + Ci"σ is direct. In particular, we have bx' = £2 s 1 mod. / by pro-

position 3 provided that K/F is cyclic with a prime power degree /\

On the other hand, the numbers

& Λ « J - f c a n d "AT

appearing in the representations

are all integers. Moreover ~-^-^9 [η : NEKΊJ TTTUY^^ΎΊ 'h* a r e c o m "

posed of the prime factors of n. Hence we have ——f * ^ = ly ': NEKΊ =

Furthermore we have a = An /Ao =? Aί /«i. Therefore we obtain Ao = wi and hence

§5. Main theorems

THEOREM 1. Let K/F be a finite extension over a number field F of finite

degree such that K and the absolute class field F of F are disjoint over F; i.e.

FC\K= F, Then we have

(i) if K/F is Galois, then hm is divisible by hF, i.e. hF/hκt

(ii) if K/F is abelian, then the relative genus number g* with respect to K/F

is divisible by hF, i.e. hF/g*,

(in) if K/F is cyclic, then a is divisible by hFt i.e. hF/a,

(iv) if K/F is cyclic and has one and only one ramified prime divisor, then

hF is equal to a and [e yf] = 1.
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Proof, (i) This assertion is already known16), but for the sake of com-

pleteness, we add a simple proof.

Since FK/K is unramified and its Galois group G(FK/K) is isomorphic to

the Galois group G(F/F)t FK is contained in the absolute class field K of K

and the relative degree ίFK : if] is equal to the relative degree IF : Fl = hF.

Hence hκ is divisible by hF.

(ii) Since FK/K is unramified and FK/F is abelian, FK is contained in

the relative genus field if* with respect to K/F. Therefore the relative genus

number g* with respect to K/F is divisible by ίFK : Kl = lF : Fl = hF.

(iii) Since by proposition 1 the number a of ambiguous ideal classes with

respect to K/F is equal to the relative genus number g* with respect to K/F,

our assertion (iii) is obvious by (ii).

(iv) By the above proved (ii) and lemma 4, a/hF=^ίϊe(p)/ίK - Flίε yl

is a rational integer. On the other hand, from the assumption that K/F has

one and only one ramified prime divisor and FΠK=Ft we have at once

Πe(p) = [if : Fl. Hence we obtain ίε : yl = 1 and a/hr = 1.

THEOREM 2. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of a finite degree n. If we assume

a = hF, then we have

(i) He{p) = n*le : vl

(ii) ίHί(G1 Eκ)l = mp)Ίv : M & l

(iii) AK is divisible by hF, hF is divisible by ho and Λo is divisible by [_-q : NEκl,

i.e. ίη : NEκl/ho/hF/hκ.

Furthermore, if we assume that K/F is cyclic with a prime power degree /v,

then hF is not prime to I provided that hκ is not prime to I.

Proof (i) This assertion follows trivially from lemma 5 and assumption

a =.λίv

(ii) By lemma 3 and (i) we have easily

vπHr F π - * [-ff°<G. Eκ)l _ w Eβ : vlίv ' NEK1 _ ϊϊe(\))ίv :

(iii) Since hK = axbt is divisible by a = hF, we know first hF/hκ. Next,

^y is evident from lemma 2. Finally, from lemma 6 and theorem 2, (ii),

ιe> Cf. e.g. C. Chevalley [4], K. Iwasawa [12] or N. C. Ankeny-S. Chowla-H. Hasse [1].
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it follows that [ (A)(Q 0 ) * {A){ap)l = Πe(p) ho/lH\G, Eκ)l = ho/bι : NEκl is

integer, and so ty : NEκl/hQ.

Moreover, we assume that K/F is cyclic with a prime power degree Γ.

If hr is prime to /, then by the assumption a-hF% a is prime to /. Hence we

have bx = 1 mod. / by proposition 5.

Since hκ-axbu we know that hκ is prime to / provided hF is prime to /.

It is evident that those theorems 1, 2 are a generalization of the theorem

of K. Iwasawa.

Next, we give a corollary of this theorem 2 which is a generalization of

the result of S.-N. Kuroda17) for a cyclic extension of prime degree.

COROLLARY. Let K/F be a cyclic extension of finite degree n and denote by a

a generator of the Galois group G = G(K/F). If we assume that a = hF and hF

is prime to n> then we have

(i) a = βo = hF, fli = ho = ni = 1,

(ii) C* = A + Cι£a = AF + A'Ctf (Ar«tf),

(iii) l η : ΛT.EJ = 1, C/ίo(G, & ) ] = Cβ : yl = Πe(p)/n, IH\G,EK)1 =

Hr(Gt CK) = (1) /or every integer r.

Moreover, if we assume that K/F is cyclic with a prime power degree /\

(iv) hκ is prime to /,

(v) ii = ^A7/?^ = 1 mod. I

Proof. This corollary is evident by theorem 2 and proposition 4, 5.

Appendix. Unramified cyclic extension.

In this appendix we shall consider an unramified cyclic extension K/F over

an algebraic number field F of finite degree. Namely, we prove the following

proposition:

PROPOSITION. Let K/F be an unramified cyclic extension, then we have

(i) [•:*] = 1, U ZH\G, Έκ)l = ίv : NEK1,

(ii) a = hr/lK : FV*> i.e. P = JC*.

(iii) Λo = IH\G, Eκ)l = CJSΓ : Flly : NEK1,

1?) Cf. S.-N. Kuroda [16].
1 8 ) For the cyclic extension of prime degree, this relation is already found in M.

Moriya [18], T. Honda [11] etc.
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where G = G{K/F) is the Galois group of KIF, and K* is the relative genus field

with respect to K/F.

Remark. Assertion (iii) says that the number ho of ideal classes of F

which become principal in if is a multiple of the degree IK : F ] , and that the

principal ideal theorem of Terada-Tannaka1S) claiming that all the ambiguous

ideal classes with respect to K/F become principal in the absolute class field

F of F is truely a generalization of the original principal ideal theorem of

Hubert-Furtwangler20) when LH\Gy Eκ^l = ίv : NEK1*1. For, by assertion

(iii), ίη : NEκΊ = l holds if and only if hQ = ZK : Fl> and moreover by the

assertion (ii) the condition λ0 = ZK - Fl is equivalent to a = hr/h*. On the

other hand, the relation a-hv/ho is equivalent to [A : (AUto)!!3 81 by lemma

6, namely the group of ambiguous ideal classes A with respect to KIF is

exactly the group of ideal classes of K represented by ideals of F.

Proof, (i) Since K/F is an unramiίied cyclic extension, [ε : jβ = 1 is

evident from lemma 5.

(ii) From (i) and lemma 4 we obtain at once a-hF/ZK Fl, Hence we

have easily F = K* by proposition 1.

(iii) Since KIF is unramified, we have ao~hF/[Hι(G, Eκ)l by lemma 1

and αo = [(A)(αF) : {A)l from the definition of α0, respectively. On the other

hand, we have ί(A)(aF) : {A)l = hF/ho by lemma 6. Hence we obtain /zo =

LHι(G, Eκ)l for any unramified extensionKlF. In particular, if K/F is cyclic

and unramified, then we obtain moreover LH\G, EK)1 = LK : Flίy/ : NEKΊ by

lemma 3 and assertion (i).
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